
Congratulaons! you are among an elite group of dedicated hunters. Your experience 
has led you to choose Dave Smith Decoys. We have observed that hunters who know 
and choose the very best equipment are also more likely to put forth more effort in 
the way of scouting, hunting, calling, and also have a greater respect for landowners, 
land, and most importantly, wildlife and hunting ethics.

Check us out at www.davesmithdecoys.com for all the latest DSD gear including 
decoys, accessories, apparel, decals and more!

  We greatly appreciate your business.

Good Hunting!

- The DSD Team

BLUE
GOOSE DECOYS
Most Blue Goose schemes are a 
second thought to the Snow Goose. 
We wanted our Blue Goose to stand 
out on it’s own! Our highly accurate 
paint scheme combined with the 
same attention to detail is what makes 
this decoy deadly effective!

• • Adult Blues (10-Pack) 

SNOW
GOOSE DECOYS
When other companies choose to  
go cheap by painting just any  
“white”, we chose a different path. By 
combining two different whites and a 
more accurate “warm” white color, we 
created the most accurate color and 
finish in the Snow Goose market.  

• • Adult Snows (10-Pack) 
• Juvie Snows (10-Pack)

FINALLY AN ULTRA REALISTIC AND EFFECTIVE SNOW GOOSE DECOY

SNOW
& BLUE GOOSE DECOYS

The original custom decoy and sll the world’s 
most effecve. Se ng the standard since 1999. 



 HUNTING & HANDLING 
SNOW GOOSE DECOYS

HANDLING

HUNTING
Under most circumstances, your Dave Smith Decoys will be more effective used alone rather 
than mixing them with other types of decoys, even if you only have a small number of DSD’s. If 
you are in a situation that calls for a large spread, such as hunting un-scouted “traffic” birds in 
open country, we recommend that you keep your DSD’s separate from the other decoys and in 
the spot where you want the geese to land. This system also works well to help break up the 
outline of lay-down blinds if hunting in the middle of a low cut field.

Although the paint quality and adhesion is the best in the industry, we still recommend 
that you protect your investment by transporting your DSD’s in protective bags. Not only 
does bagging prevent scrapes or scratches, but it also helps keep the decoys clean and 
therefore, more effective. We recommend the use of the 3MM Plastic Bags that the 
decoys come in. For large spreads, a very popular method of transporting decoys is to 
place the bagged decoys into large seed bags. Our decoys also come standard with tail 
loops to make it easy to grab a large amount of decoys at once for quick setup and spread 
adjustments. adjustments. 
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